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Abstract
My legs, fingers and arms activate and build my working material. The sculptures and
installations I create are the result of the repetitive actions I engage to make. My work is
both a result and symbol of my body’s motion. My dedication to material exploration and
the processes I develop and discover through this sustained work allows me to see,
describe, and affect my surroundings. Placing, stuffing, wrapping and covering are all
potential applications of my material of choice, used bed sheets. I recognize the direct
result of the involvement of my body in motion. I construct work that is marked quite
literally with my own physical activity.
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II.

Introduction

My body yearns to move and so I listen. I activate my physical being through my
studio practice. Most of my time is spent building. I build my own raw working
materials, then I find and build armature both hard and soft and then I build containers for
the armatures. I always know the beginning of the process: I need a building material and
I need to make it with my body. My process is systematized and I find that a sequential
working method and a limited material palette provides the perfect enabling constraints
for discovery. New revelations of material behavior or application are then seamlessly
introduced and incorporated into my iterative working system and multiply to become
large sculptural forms or installations.
Throughout my entire working process from material preparation to processing to
building to installation, I move between the extremes of the defined and undefined.
Sometimes, the only thing I can be sure of is the way my body feels while I am making,
other times, I know what is needed, down to an exact measurement of dye pigment to add
to a dye bath. The procedure that I follow firmly plants me in the realm of the defined.
These ordered sequences, which are detailed with exacting language, provide a reliable
framework that allows work to take shape through material processing that is a relatively
wordless activity. It is the wordlessness that swings me back to the undefined and in that
space, I am able to return to my body and let it be guided by materials, forever moving
forward into uncharted territories. I seek that indescribable yet physically engaging
making space, where I learn from materials and am shown by them where to go.
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III.

Systems for Processing
I am assured by systems and rely on them to begin my making process. In an

interview with The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Louise Nevelson reflects on
her own art practice. She states: “I never really wanted to make anything I just really
wanted to give form to my life.” My working systems influence what I make and
simultaneously permeate the boundaries of my studio. Regardless of where I am going, I
always know where to start. The reliable systems I must execute give form to my life.
There is a system for building and that process begins by deconstructing to create a
raw working material. Bed sheets are my working material of choice. I aim to breakdown
a single clean sheet into a continuous strand to maximize useable yardage. I do so by
making tiny, inch wide cuts on the edge of the sheet. After making these small cuts into
the clean fabric, I coax the cut into a straight tear by moving my arms with identical force
and speed in equal and opposite directions. The motion extends the length of my
wingspan, which is approximately 60 inches long. I am careful to stop the ripping about
an inch away from the other edge of the sheet so that I can transform a sheet into one
continuous strip. I repeat this action until the entire sheet is completely broken down.
This motion that I repeat over and over again raises my internal temperature.
Muscular tension builds starting in the outermost corners of my pectorals and then
permeates out towards my shoulders. Over a session of tearing down bed sheets, I can
trace the creep of fatigue through distinct anatomical parts. The sensation of muscles
working emanates from my core and spreads out into my left and right upper arms. I
work until I am literally surrounded by heaps of shredded sheets and my arms are heavy.
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The total length of the inch-wide continuous strands that surround me after a
tearing period depends on both the number of bed sheets that I breakdown and on the
original dimensions of the sheets I have collected. For example, a full sized sheet (about
85 x 100 inches) torn along the shorter length of the piece of fabric creates a continuous
inch-wide strand that is around 8,500 inches or 708 feet long. A queen-sized sheet (90 x
106) torn along the short length of fabric creates a continuous inch-wide strand that is
around 9,540 inches or 795 feet long.
The next step in breaking down the sheets is to organize the long strands by
winding each broken down sheet around its own bobbin, I repurpose old spools or make
my own out of old yarn cones, tubes of paper towel rolls and the folding flaps of
cardboard boxes. The winding process is also physical but I feel the affects in a different
part of my body. Because the bobbins are handheld, the winding motion engages my
hands and arms below the elbow, which serves as a fulcrum for this circular movement.
Layers of the sheet accumulate as I trace an ovular shape with my elbow, lower arm,
wrist and hand. Layers of material and wound bobbins accumulate in my studio.
Eventually these disparate mounds of wound fiber will become rope, the primary material
I utilize to make sculpture. The rope can fill space, cover objects, and make marks either
as a line in space or as a visible streak when it is coated and dragged across the wall or
floor. I am dedicated to my capacity to fill space and build three-dimensional objects
using rope as my primary building tool.
IV.

Rope Making

I make cordage that is six to twelve-ply and ranges from five to twenty feet in length.
I group strands randomly because the material will be over dyed, bleached, cut down
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again or covered in clay. My rope production is at the mercy of the layout of my working
space. The more cordage I make, the more I attempt to adjust and streamline the making
process. Efficiency is key to making a lot of rope and every time I make new material, I
aim to maximize production by minimizing time spent producing. Therefore, I have
devised a working system that relies on the architecture of my studio. A grey pipe cuts
clear across one side of my working space and hangs about six and a half feet off the
ground. I poke holes in the top corners of my cardboard bobbins and loop aluminum wire
through the holes and up around the grey pipe. The bobbins hang securely in a row; the
possibility of creating a tangled mess is minimized. I’m ready to efficiently transform
various strands into a single piece of rope.
If I am making six-ply rope, I wire and secure six bobbins around the pipe. I then
unwind five to twenty feet of material from each bobbin and I hold three strands in one
hand and three strands in the other and walk backwards across the width of my studio
until each strand of fiber is taught. The six strands become one piece of rope through
three steps of twisting in two directions.
First, the halved strands are twisted together. I usually start with the left group of
strands, which I twist to the left. I do so rubbing my thumb in a pulling motion from the
tips of my index and middle finger, down the three sections of the fingers to their base, or
nearly the top of my palm. This continued activity locks the three separate strands
together. This tiny movement creates enough friction to keep the three strands spinning
around each other. I pull and spin until the entire length of the three strands join together
and create a single thicker strand, I’ll secure the twist to the floor with a piece of duct
tape before moving on to the group of strands in my right hand. These three strands are
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spun in the same direction as the strands that were in my left hand. Instead of a pulling
action, my thumb starts at the base of my right middle and index finger and pushes the
fibers up across the length of my two fingers nearly to their tips. I repeat this motion until
the bundle of strands twist together into a single, thick strand.
The final step in the rope-making process is to join the paralleled twisted strands
together into a six-ply, single piece of cordage. I merge two separate strands together by
wrapping them around each other in the opposite direction. The left bundle passes over
the right bundle and then the right over the left until the length of material is locked
together. The equal and opposite force of the twisting torque holds the strands in place
and they become a piece of rope: thicker and stronger than its individual parts.

[Figure 1. Rope Weaving (Detail), 2019]
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V.

Dying

After the strands have been wound into rope, I over-dye the material. Altering color
after the winding is complete allows me to preserve the history of the material. There are
hidden crevices where the two groupings of strands lock together in the rope making
process that the dye will not completely penetrate. The original color and state of the
fabric can be traced when the rope is unwound and applied in other ways during my
building process. My working method insists that past lives and connections of materials
are preserved while I seek to discover new lives and connections through my process. I
dye the fibers with browns, pinks, reds, crimsons and deep purples. My color choices are
informed by the body; specifically its wet and sticky insides. The dying process is
straightforward as are the tools I need to manipulate color. I require water, a lidded pot, a
heat plate, dye powder and tongs, which I use to submerge, stir and eventually extract the
dyed rope from the dye bath.
The pot is filled with water and set on the hot plate. I often mix together different dye
pigments to create my own fleshy hue. A typical combination might be ½ pink, ¼
crimson and ¼ brown. After the dye mix is fully integrated into the heated water, I
submerge as much cordage as the pot can hold, cover it, and leave the fiber in the hot
bath for about five hours. The longer I leave the cordage in the dye bath, the more
saturated the fiber becomes. My goal is to transform the hue and color, while not
completely obfuscating the material’s original surface pattern or design.
After dying the rope, I sometimes cover it with clay that has been slaked down to slip.
Applying the wet and sticky mixture is both a physical and sensory experience. I grab
handfuls of the glistening viscous substance and dress the outer layer of the textiles by
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spreading and squeezing the clay down the entire length of the rope. The unfired dry clay
affects the physical and visual weight of the rope. Apply the clay shifts its physical and
visual weight. It also becomes flaky powder that dusts my working area, revealing my
movements in my studio. The clay that dried and adheres to the dyed fabric also alters the
coloration of the rope, shifting it to an earthy, brown hue. Additionally, when I drag or
press clay-covered rope along a wall or floor it literally leaves a brown mark—a trace of
movement, a visual evidence of my body at work.
Once the rope has been constructed and altered by dying and the application of clay, I
engage the next phase of my building process, which requires more deconstruction. I
unwind the rope I have made by loosening the knots on either end of the piece of
cordage. Once I have removed the knots, the torque that has locked individual strands in
place slackens and I can return the wound rope to its original state: individual strands of
fiber. I work with the strands in a number of ways that will allow me to make forms that
have a variety of shapes and weights. Deconstructing the clay-covered rope continues to
expand the capabilities of my mark-making tool.
VI.

Application of Strands: Sewing Patchwork Flats/Fascia

One of the ways I can manipulate the strands is by connecting them together to make
a new, composite sheet of fabric. I cut down, iron, and then sew together the one-inch
strands of fabric. While the flats I sew together are constructed from various sheets with
different surface patterns, they come together to make a visually coherent shape due to
the dye treatment, which resets the disparate strands’ original color to a coherent overall
hue. These patchwork flats or sheets are like the bands of connected tissue or fascia in the
body, which attach, stabilize, and separate muscles and other internal organs. As
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components in a sculpture or installation my sheets operate in a similar way, they can
cover other forms or situate themselves as a delicate layer between other sculptural
components. Additionally, I can attach a wire framework to the swaths of material, and
manipulate the flat forms to hold dimensional shape and literally hug and curl around
other materials.

[Figure 2. Fascia, 2019]

VII.

Application of Strands: Wrapping Armature/Bones

The other way I apply the strands is by winding them around objects or materials
including discarded and mangled pieces of metal that I collect from dumps and trash
cans. The act of sourcing is a physical one for me: I go out into the world and uncover,
sort, sift through objects. There is a transference that takes place through this discovery
process, entities that existed outside of myself, become part of my work and therefore
part of me.
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When I look for materials that could serve as armature, I look for grills, lobster cages
and baskets that retain a gridiron frame. This organized and stable shape is reminiscent of
a skeletal system and I employ these metal elements in my work to act in a similar way as
bones do in the body. They provide a stable and defined shape that I can continue to build
on and extend from as forms develop. Through the painstaking process of winding single
strands around these solid structures, I am employing the descriptive quality of the dyed
rope by redrawing the structure of my found objects through this covering process. I am
both containing and imbuing the armature with my physical activity. I have labored
diligently over this fiber, which I am now applying to the armature. I have collected,
organized, deconstructed and reconstructed this material. My physical effort makes it
mine.
Through the process of wrapping, I am completely commandeering these once
foreign objects through my ritualistic covering activity. Rope is the root word of my
visual vocabulary. It turns into a wordless language through the rope’s many forms and
applications. Therefore, anything my working material touches or covers is by extension,
my language.
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[Figure 3. Wrapped Armature, 2019]

This wrapping process is time consuming and demands a very specific physicality,
one that is felt on a particularly small scale. Successful wrapping relies on maintaining
tension in the strand. My fingers are activated and alert. Indeed, it is this taut application
that allows me to start winding a piece of fabric and securing it to the armature without
adhesives or pins. I “cast on” the armature by first winding three to four inches of the
strand and then doubling over it with the remaining length of the strand I am winding.
This allows me to firmly secure the fabric to the armature. I make my way along intricate
gridiron patterns, grasping the fiber tightly about three to four inches from the armature
with the tips of my fingers. The tighter I can hold the fiber, the more control I will have
in covering the armature.
I turn the metal objects over and over in my working space to ensure that I am always
wrapping in a position that will give me the most access to the frame. I touch every inch
of the armature and essentially redraw its shape by making tiny circles with the fiber.
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This process tests my agility and endurance. If I lose my grasp on the material, the wrap
slackens and falls, exposing the internal structure that I am working to cover.
I wrap individual objects first before building larger structures. Various wrapped
objects are assembled and connected using zip ties and more strands to secure
connections. Regardless of if I assemble various wrapped objects together, or keep them
separate, they form distinctive, angular shapes that will be installed in space as crucial
aspects of three-dimensional compositions.
VIII. Knitting
The dyed rope I make can both contain, like it does for the armature, and be
contained. This distinction explodes the limits of my visual language. I knit membranes
out of elastic bra straps, which I source in bulk rolls, to contain and shape the rope in it’s
dual forms: applied to a metal armature, or in its flexible original state. Bra straps aid in
containing, holding, supporting and shaping the body. I use them to make skin-line forms
that operate in similar ways. The material capabilities of elastic are expansive and the
quality of elasticity has shifted my method of constructing objects. Contours shift when
elastic consumes both hard and soft materials. The forms I knit can maintain different
kinds of space: their original shape expands to create forms based on the material quality
of insides they contain.
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[Figure 4. Bra strap knitting, 2019]

Knitted forms accumulate on round and long looms of various sizes. Round looms
are circular in shape and their size is described based on their diameter. I build forms on
looms that range from 3 inches in diameter to 40 inches long that are studded with posts
that are anchored from a half an inch to two inches apart. Long looms look like superstretched ovals and are also measured by their diameter. Regardless of loom shape or
scale, the process of knitting is the same. Forms grow by looping the elastic bra straps
around the posts of the loom. I make the loops by twirling a strap between my pointer
finger and thumb. This action creates a lower case “e” shape out of the material, which I
slip over a loom post. I do so repeatedly, working my way around the circumference of
the loom. When I work my way back around to the initial post, I pull a lower loop up and
over the second loop and post. The loop is firmly secured and falls down inside the center
of the loom. Rows amass and grow down towards the floor through this simple
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activity. Regardless of the shape of the loom, I always knit in the same direction. I rotate
the looms counter clockwise as I loop the elastic bra straps. My core, seat and legs are
perfectly still—they stay grounded and unmoved through this making process while I
engage both my arms and hands to rotate the loom.
Loops build slowly at first and my fingers have to work hard to acclimate to the
specific stretchiness of my knitting material. Different qualities of elasticity require
different amounts of pressure and tension that I have to apply to the material as I loop and
rotate. My fingers pull the strapping tight against the loom posts to tame and regulate the
stretchy material. The elastic is usually so tightly looped around a loom post that I must
use a metal hook to coax the loop from the post. This tool becomes a necessary extension
of my hands and fingers. My initial focus in acclimating my hand to the hook and the
material is so acute that often the evidence of labor appears suddenly: rows of loopy
netting gather below the rim of the loom. Once I see it, my body recognizes that it has
adapted to the material properties and the accumulation accelerates.
IX.

Hard and Soft Bodies
While the elasticity of the knitted forms seem almost endlessly flexible, I

generally construct two categories of forms, which I call hard bodies and soft bodies.
Hard bodies are constructed by unraveling the dyed rope and rewinding it around pieces
of found armature then stuffing the solid, angular forms inside a cylindrical knitted elastic
form, which I build on a circle loom. Soft bodies are made with some of the same
materials; save the hard found metal pieces. Yards of dyed rope are stuffed directly inside
a knitted form. Unlike the hard bodies, whose shape is determined by armature, the soft
bodies are fluid, shaped not primarily by its insides, but instead by the outside knitted
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container. The hard and soft bodies can exist as separate forms in space, or together, as
hard and soft components of a unified sculptural form. Each option produces a distinct
visual effect or “mark” in space. The hard and soft bodies are other elements of my
visual vocabulary.

[Figure 5. A Hard Body, 2019. Figure 6. A Soft Body v.2, 2019]

X.

The Give and Take of Building Composite Forms: Making
Stuffed/Held/Wrapped v1

Just as the production of sculptural elements in my studio have a specific cadence, so
to does the process of combining the elements. The process of making composite forms
begins with a question that is simple and often grounded in formal considerations. What
would happen if I combined hard and soft elements in a structure? What kind of structure
would form by connecting three disparate elements of armature? These questions take a
visual shape in my head and I go into production mode and build until I have all of the
components needed to solve the visual puzzle.
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My body is similarly implicated once I start fitting together sculptural components.
There is a physical cadence to arranging and rearranging my built material language.
However, unlike the prescribed endings to the production efforts of my material
components (rope is wound, armature is wrapped, forms are knit) actualizing shapes in
space is a slippery and shifting prospect.
I often find through the working process that my original idea had not planned for
any number of structural issues. For example, sometimes connection points that I was
relying on are simply not sound. A piece that was meant to grow by stacking various
components on top of one another leans uneasily before toppling to the ground. For
example, when I was building Stuffed/Held/Wrapped v.1 I choose to work with a
recycled lobster cage as my base. Where as before, many of the hard body sculptures
were composed of a few different found elements, attached together to create a new
unexpected shape, I was drawn to the simple geometry of the cage. It’s completeness as
it’s own self-contained object paralleled the shape that the soft bodies often take. While
formless, the soft bodies are singular objects versus the composite pieces that sometimes
shape my hard bodies.
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[Figure 7. Stuffed/Held/Wrapped v.1, 2019]

In addition to wrapping the lobster cage, I also wrapped two metal pipes, which I
sourced from the dump in Syracuse, New York. I found four metal tubular components
tightly bound together with plastic wrap. Each pipe was shaped like a candy cane:
standing tall and straight except for a subtle curve at the top. Additionally, they had a
button near the base of the straight-end of the shape, reminiscent of furniture extensions
that you can easily position and pop in another similar metal socket. The group of four
signaled that I had found extensions for table legs or perhaps a chair. I decided to exploit
this idea of extension as the mechanism that would physically and visually connect the
lobster base (hard body) with two soft formless shapes (soft bodies). I imagined the pipes
as arms, the curved ends as hands, which could stretch up and out of the hard body,
poised to essentially hold the soft shape almost as an offering to a viewer.
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After wrapping the two arms, I tried to secure them to the hard body by pushing
the pipes through the cage’s gridiron pattern. While I was able to insert the pipes into the
cage, unobserved irregularities on the opposite side of the lobster cage made finding a
second anchor point impossible. The pipes were loosely held by the base, which created a
completely destabilized structure. The arms would not be able to stand upright, let alone
hold another form. I had to rework and reimagine how exactly desperate sculptural
components would join together, I scraped my blueprint and problem solved mid-project.
I did so by reconsidering the function of the “arms.” I wondered how I could
reinterpret the way that they could “hold” and furthermore, what part of the sculpture
they would hold. I rearranged the “arms” in relation to each other instead of in relation to
the hard body. If the curved side of pipes were lined up, they formed a “U” shape,
creating a perfect holding space and support mechanism if the pipes could be suspended
together. I pulled a 30-foot piece of rope through the two pipes and secured the ends of
the rope to a wall in my studio. Next, I nestled the wrapped cage into the “U”, standing
the cage on its side versus placing it on the floor, as I had originally planed. Positioning
the cage upright forced its connection point with the suspended pipes to exist higher off
the ground. All of the sudden, the hard body had different proportions and engaged more
dimensional space. The topside of the cage was also visible, exposing an opening in the
knitted structure. I decided to stuff one of the soft bodies inside the opening and wrap
another around the hard “U”, creating two explicit points of integration between the hard
and soft bodies.
The reinterpretation of “holding” exploded my notion of how the two material
components should affectively relate to one another. Additionally, relying on a hanging
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mechanism to build and hold the hard and soft objects created a sculpture that had a much
more expansive presence in space versus my original plan.
XI.

Installation
My output ultimately takes the form of two types of sculptures that I make

through my process of sustained material manipulation. The first type is autonomous
structures that are comprised of connected pieces. These sculptures are nomadic: they are
built and resolved in my studio and subsequently moved and placed in space for display.
The second type is single-objects, which are usually the result if a manipulation of a
single material: a bra strap knitted form, pieces of rope etc. These forms remain
unconnected and are transported as individual components to an installation space.
Installation is the next phase of my process. I place my work in spaces that are
dramatically lit in order to extend the potential mark of the rope in its various
permeations. Shadows emerge and highlight the shapes that coalesce to make each
sculpture. Lighting changes the visual definition of the work, which vacillates between
appearing as objects and marks in space. For example, unadulterated rope creates a crisp
line; soft bodies take on formless opaque shapes, the gridiron shape of the wrapped metal
armatures leave dramatic hatch mark patterns in installation spaces. While I aim to foster
particular viewing experience by creating an environment that alludes to a staged event
through these atmospheric choices, the two kinds of sculpture I make encourages
different installation strategies that grows out of a visual conception, building process,
and consideration of the viewer that are diametrically opposed.
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[Figure 8. Supporting/Holding v.1, 2019]

Sculptures that I will transfer as is to an installation space are larger in size,
grounded, and structurally sound. They are often comprised of larger, wrapped pieces of
metal armature. Realizing a composite sculpture necessitates making components that
can fit together. So, in order to determine their arrangement, I consider these material
components in relationship to one another. Hard and soft bodies, bones and fascia must
be made to have available points for connections. Making an autonomous and stable
shape is of paramount importance, so, formal decisions like balance, weight and tension
become assembly guidelines. Sculptures are generally grounded on the floor so that I can
build up and out, adding additional components. I am ultimately working towards a
monolithic shape with structural integrity. As a result, the building and installation
processes are much more controlled.
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[Figure 9. Stacked/Covered/Pulled/Draped + Leaning/Covering/Holding, 2019]

Due to the fact that my primary concern is to build an autonomous shape out of
my different material components, their relationship to space is a secondary concern.
When the sculptures are placed in an installation space, they adhere to normative
architectural considerations. The floor of my studio, which was used as a ground to build
the composite sculpture, finds its place on the floor of the installation space. Connections
to walls in my studio are translated to connect to the walls the installation space as well.
Furthermore, the placed sculptures dictate the way a viewer experiences the installation
space: one must walk around a composite sculpture, positioning the viewer as an observer
of these sculptural formations.
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For a site-specific installation, I prepare material components through my
established building process. However, the objects I make tend to be smaller in scale and
often comprised of single material elements that would be merged if I were to construct a
composite sculpture. For example, instead of constructing soft bodies, I wind rope and
leave knitted forms empty. These elements accumulate in indifferent piles next to one
another on my studio floor. My approach to making is more spontaneous because I am
not working towards building a composite sculpture in my studio space, which requires
careful arrangement and connection of material components to one another. My primary
goal is instead to consider material components in relation to the space they will be
installed. So, I work diligently to create a pallet of objects. Their function and placement
will be determined outside of my studio walls.
The first step in this installation process is to relocate these objects, which literally
pile up in my studio. I transport individual components, which might include pieces of
wired rope, swaths of sewn and wired fabric (fascia) and wrapped pieces of metal
armature (bones) or foam, to a clean and empty space. Next, I inventory my building
blocks. Because most of what I make has been relegated to cramped storage in my studio,
this is often the first chance I have to take stock of everything I have to work with. I
spread out my material components on the floor of the installation space like an
entomologist might organize her mounted insect collection. It is important that I see each
object clearly. Once the floor is covered and I have an unobstructed view of each object, I
am ready to start installing.
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[Figure 10. First Step in Site Specific Installation Process]

Despite the fact that I work so hard in my studio to keep these components
separate, my first impulse is to start grouping objects. I aim to create volumetric forms
that will serve as visual and physical anchor points of my installation. My instinct, which
is also present when I am making a composite sculpture in my studio, is to join
components together to make a shape that is human scale. However, unlike the nomadic
sculptures, these site-specific forms are not conceived as structures, but instead as a
sequence of material layers that combine to make a voluminous shape, which extends the
possibilities of potential form. This abstract consolidation of materials significantly
affects placement and orientation: instead of sitting on the floor, these structures hang
from the ceiling, are anchored to walls and maintain their balance after being placed just
so under other objects.
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There is a similar dichotomous relationship between my production efforts and
building a composite form and between installing nomadic sculptures versus realizing a
site-specific installation. Elements I make through material production and the
installation process for nomadic sculptures are much more controlled and stable
processes. There is less room for experimentation and risk taking because there is a
prescribed ending to the work. The site-specific installation process like building a
composite form requires improvisational making. Both of their successes hinges on a
continued commitment to flexibility, a willingness to challenge initial ideas, and
dexterity. Indeed, creating site-specific installations not only calls for openness towards
the materials I am working with, but also to my actual physical body. While every aspect
of my studio practice engages my body, the improvisational quality of this installation
process has a different physical feel. Instead of the anatomically discrete feelings I sense
in my arms or fingers I feel in my making process, installing induces a full body
sensation. From carrying to laying to dragging to placing to hanging, choreography
emerges and infuses the material components with a precarious life force.
The vitality of these installations is highlighted in the material connection points
that exist between and among the anchored forms. Malleable strands of wired rope
provide energetic and resilient linear links between larger three-dimensional elements.
They arch through space morphing from a simple line to a visual plane: their ability to
connect and hold form is transformational to both the physical installation space and to
the read of the human-sized forms. These anchor forms now become visual information
situated in a greater spatial context; they are information points in an overall composition.
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As such, the last part of this installation process requires a physical recognition of
this composition, which I discover through my body. Once material components have
coalesced into forms, and connection points have been made, I set out on an expedition
through this material world. I aim to discover the path viewers will take through the
space. If the original material components are words in my visual language and anchor
forms are sentences, the site-specific installation is a paragraph and is read through the
body, like verbal language, from left to right. I enter the installation and record my
body’s movements as I encounter what I have made.

[Figure 11. Over/Over/Under/Around/Under/Under/Alongside/Over, 2019]

XII.

Naming

The true and ultimate ending of a piece comes when I am able to name what I have
made. I work diligently in my studio to develop three-dimensional fiber based forms
through a systematized working process. A sculpture comes into being as one action
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leads to the next. While I pay acute attention to the materials I manipulate through my
process, it is by noticing this work’s affects on my physical body that I truly start to
develop and understand my visual language. It is through this effort—marrying
considerations of materiality and physicality—that leads me to the ultimate form of the
work. Whether existing as a single autonomous shape referencing a composite body-sized
gesture, or, a site-specific installation that resembles a sequence of movements, work
grows from this dual consideration.
While it might seem antithetical to end and therefore substantiate a visual and
physical working method through a verbal utterance, I am borrowing this practice of
remembering and describing works of art through practical devices that exist outside of
the language that is being captured and described. Dance notation is a system that
provides a memory aid and documentation of a series of movements or choreography. It
is a system that creates a symbolic representation of human movement and does so by
employing a wide range of notation methods including graphic symbols, numerical
systems and letter and word notations. Various notation approaches have been used for
hundreds of years and as a result, an inherently ephemeral medium, dance, can be
captured and passed along. Language is substantiated through opposing modes of
communication. My visual output finds its ultimate meaning through verbal description.
I make nomadic and site-specific sculpture and therefore, there are two distinct
ways I find a piece’s name that correlate to each distinct visual output. The approach to
naming a nomadic sculpture is determined by describing the relationships of the elements
of the sculpture to one another. A sentence emerges using the vocabulary I create to
define and describe the shapes I make through my material practice. A hard body leaning
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on a hard body covered by a soft body holding another soft body becomes:
Leaning/Covering/Holding, the piece’s title.
When I make a site-specific installation by creating forms that are positioned not
because of their relationship to one another, but because of their relationship to the space
itself, the name of the work is determined by how a viewer relates to the forms by
moving through the installation space. I determine the sequence of movements based on
the physicality employed as I discover the viewers’ path on my expedition. Step over,
step over, pass under/brush by, circle around, pass under, pass under, move alongside,
step over becomes the title: Over/Over/Under/Around/Under/Under/Alongside/Over or
OOUAUUAO, borrowing from the dance notation system of using letter codes to capture
a sequence of movement. When I name a work, it is a description of a combination of
interactions that has no name in and of itself.
XIII. Conclusion
My visual vocabulary emerges when the material elements I create are considered
alongside the language of formalism and the body. These two elements operate as the
guardrails of my practice. My legs, fingers and arms activate and build my working
material. Therefore, the work I make is a displaced result of the repetitive action, which
serves as both a result and symbol of my body’s motion. The work allows me to see,
describe and affect my surroundings. Placing, stuffing, wrapping and covering with it are
all potential applications but I also recognize the direct result of the involvement of my
body in motion. I construct work that is marked quite literally with my own physical
activity.
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When I begin to disappear deep within the rhythms of production, the physical
sensation of making becomes a touchstone that brings me back to the reality that I am
endeavoring to make something new, something that is inherently undefined because it is
emerging from a system that I have invented. This physical presence gives way to mental
presence, which propels me forward to organize and substantiate my efforts through
classification.
I look to the body again to describe what I am making: I define the unknown through
what is known. The power of my physicality and the components of my anatomy that are
hard at work is a known quantity. Therefore, I borrow this language to describe and
understand the material components that are the result of my sustained effort. There is,
however, another aspect in determining my language: rope, soft bodies, hard bodies and
fascia have a visual presence, which is understood simply through the mark of their form
in space. My visual vocabulary is a pidgin language that forms at the intersection of mark
making, the body and material exploration. As such, I am dedicated to developing and
building elements that form new language.
I am exposing the shortcomings of our shared verbal language through my work.
The names of my pieces, which are also sequences of interactions, are reminiscent of
choreography instructions in a dance. They are also roadmaps and I can harness my
working process to endlessly revisit and revise these compositions and relationships.
Building a visual language is an endless pursuit but one that is substantiated through
it’s continuous development and employment. Indeed, its existence is all but guaranteed
through a commitment to the process, to the daily practice of making, and to an insistence
on listening to, learning from, and responding to your materials of choice. I make visual
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words with my body out of used bed sheets, metal scraps, and elastic bra straps to
articulate something wordless. My visual sentences and expanding language are built
within a studio practice that gives form to my life.
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XIV. Addendum
Since completing this document, my practice has continued to develop. As a result of
a new effort in the studio, my output has evolved past the proposition in my thesis that I
create two types of sculptures: nomadic and site-specific. My nomadic sculptures were
structurally sound and formally cogent. Their built forms signified balance and control.
The site-specific work’s presentation was almost diametrically opposed: loose, at times
precariously connected, disperse and active. While I returned to the studio deeply valuing
the differentiated expression of each effort, I wanted to specifically question this
suggested binary output.
As I have continued to think about my studio work in conversation with movement
and dance, it has become clear to me through my research that most choreography,
regardless of mode or method, works to explain and expose the body’s ability to
constantly react and express it’s relationship with gravity. The body can resist it by
standing strong or succumb to it and lean, droop or fall. It felt important to me to make
sculptures that reflected this understanding and muddle my written assertion that my
work essentially considers these bodily abilities separately. I wanted to work towards an
output that existed somewhere between nomadic and site-specific. I constructed three
sculptures Covering/Encompassing/Connecting,
Draping/Squeezing/Surrounding/Resting/Girdling and Pulling/Hooking/Hanging/Laying
with this goal in mind.
These three pieces were built to operate as nomadic works using the method I had
developed to create site-specific work. The results are fully realized sculptures comprised
of precarious material interactions. As with the previous work, I finished these three
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pieces by naming them and the method to do so was also adapted from past work. Like
the nomadic sculptures, their names were derived from describing the series of material
interactions on display, however, like the site-specific work the path described by the title
describes the movement of a single element. Instead of deriving the name from the
body’s path throughout the piece, these titles are descriptions of a body-sized knitting: I
describe its path within the sculpture to formulate the title of the work.
The sculptures remain sequences of interactions and roadmaps that I can endlessly
revisit and revise; however, within my amended process they are more closely reflecting
the actual physical abilities of the moving body.

[Figure 12. Covering/Encompassing/Connecting, v.1, 2020]
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[Figure 13. Draping/Squeezing/Surrounding/Resting/Girdling v.1, 2020]

[Figure 14. Pulling/Hooking/Hanging/Laying v.1, 2020]
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